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A B S T R A C T   

As multi-photon lithography technology matures, advanced integrated device design concepts become possible, 
positioned onto small surfaces, such as optical fibres. Only local adhesion anchors the printed object on the 
surface and ensure proper print-development without structure loss and long-term usability. Although surface 
treatments such as silanization are well known to considerably increase adhesion strength, quantification of 
adhesion is not straightforward and commonly assessed indirectly by surface characteristics and technological 
methods. The present work aims to quantify adhesion on a micrometer scale through SEM in situ tension ex-
periments, that utilize a newly developed specimen geometry. Multiple specimens, with various footprints, were 
manufactured on both silanized and untreated fused silica substrates, allowing the comparable quantification of 
adhesion stresses between different surface conditions. Specimens on an untreated substrate failed with a high 
scatter in detaching force, whereas specimens on a silanized substrate tend to fail within the photoresist, either at 
the gauge section or just above the substrate, rather than at the interface itself. Thus, the adhesion stress was 
increased at least by a factor of 1.4 by the silanization treatment. Generally, a novel approach was developed, 
that can quantify local adhesions properties in realistic packaging or integrated circuits.   

1. Introduction 

Multi-photon lithography (MPL) based on multi-photon polymeri-
zation enables direct laser writing, with precision even below the reso-
lution limit of visible light [1–3]. It is a free-form manufacturing 
technique suitable for use at the micro- and nanoscale, without the need 
for common lithographical steps such as spin coating, etching or strip-
ing. Thanks to recent developments regarding usability – primarily 
commercial printer systems enabling straightforward manufacturing of 
complex objects from a digital blueprint – this miniaturized device 
design is now accessible for a broad variety of scientific fields [4–7]. 
Common printer platforms utilize a light microscope-like setup, with 
different objectives for high and low magnification focusing, therefore 
allowing precise alignment of printed structures with features of the 
substrate via a live-view feature. This feature is crucial for aligning fluid 
manipulation devices within microfluidic paths [8,9], printing devices 
for cell manipulation [10,11], writing photonic waveguides [12–14] 
coupled with chips [15–19] or manufacturing on top of optical fibres 
[20–23]. Although the process is limited by the available photoresists, 
new formulations are being developed to finally use different materials 

such as hydrogels [24], ceramics [25–28], metals [29–33] or fused silica 
[34], using either particles fillings or special photoresists formulations 
[7,14]. 

However, during application, major issues arise from many steps in 
the printing process – e.g. as large overhanging features, shrinkage due 
to curing of the resin, swelling during development [35,36], and poor 
adhesion towards the printing substrate. While unsupported overhangs 
and shrinkage can be systematically accounted for during device design 
by iterative adaptations [37], the adhesion strength is predefined by the 
resin-substrate pairing and can only be externally altered by surface 
treatments. If the structure’s adhesion strength cannot withstand liquid 
flow within the development bath, solvent capillary forces and 
shrinkage, detaching will occur. Although partial detachments can also 
be used beneficially [38], fully detached MPL structures usually get lost 
due to their small size. Thus, a vast majority of small-scale applications 
rely on perfect local adhesion towards the substrate [14,39–42]. This is 
especially true for reliable miniaturized device manufacturing, as 
structures should occupy target positions such as fibre cross sections, 
fluid wells, or silicon chip positions, with specific surface properties and, 
potentially, load-bearing capabilities. To tackle this issue, a 
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quantitative, reliable rating of adhesion is necessary to design a sys-
tematic development process and improve adhesion on local regions of 
interest. Until now, mechanical adhesion measurements are dominated 
by qualitative indirect methods (e.g. structure loss [36], tape pull of 
tests, indentation buckling, etc.). A method for spatially localised 
quantitative adhesion testing would complement shear-based methods 
[43,44] and facilitate data acquisition on experiments performed 
directly on the materials of interest. Thus, the first aim of the presented 
work is the development of a novel methodology, which enables adhe-
sion testing on a very localized spot. The same process of devising 
manufacturing with MPL is used for adhesion specimen testing. The 
identical photoresist material can therefore be used, assuring that the 
results of the adhesion analysis can be directly applied on the targeted 
device substrate. The second aim of this work is a comparison of 
differently treated surfaces to demonstrate the application of the adhe-
sion measurement method. Therefore, a general improvement of adhe-
sion through the treatment is desired, and the selected treatment should 
be relevant for existing applications, such as tailored adhesive structures 
themselves [45–49] or imprint lithography masks [42,45,50], in case if 
post-treatment steps as pyrolysis [43] or infiltration [51] are intended. 

Roughening of the substrate surface, which introduces mechanical 
interlocking sites, is usually not desired, due to the small manufacturing 
dimensions and resulting geometric artefacts which might arise. 
Generally, the combination of different materials, such as a photoresist 
on one side and polished fused silica or silicon on the other, show no 

external force mediating covalent bonds at the interface, leaving only 
weak van der Waals forces to mediate interaction. Consequently, surface 
functionalization of the substrate, by means of introducing specific 
chemical bounding sites, is a promising way to overcome this issue 
[42,43]. 

This surface functionalization treatment, as carried out, is depicted 
in Fig. 1 (green section). Before the actual functionalization step, a prior 
activation step via a non-thermal plasma treatment (e.g. by dielectric 
barrier discharge or corona discharge) is commonly applied to effi-
ciently remove carbon-containing residues and create binding moieties 
(mainly hydroxylic groups) on of the fused silica surface [52,53]. Next, a 
reactive group is covalently bound to these moieties. In the case of sil-
icon or fused silica in combination with an acrylic photoresist, a silane 
containing acrylate or methacrylate groups is suitable to form stable Si – 
O – Si – R bonds [43,54] from OH – groups. Conveniently, the reaction 
can be performed by simple immersion of the substrate into a solution 
containing a suitable reactive agent at an elevated temperature, fol-
lowed by a baking step. Finally, the now exposed acrylate moieties 
participate in the polymerization reaction during MPL, although 
immobilized on the substrate surface. Consequently, superior adhesion 
of the whole print is achieved by covalently connecting the structure to 
the substrate. 

In a previous work, a sheer testing approach was applied to polymer 
cubes of varied side lengths to measure the shear stress and adhesion 
energy [43] and thereby facilitate a comparison between treated and 

Fig. 1. A novel specimen design to facilitate small scale adhesion testing. For showcasing the testing methodology, two major experimental paths were conducted to 
assess the adhesion strength’s increase due to a silanization treatment. One specimen set was manufactured on a treated (green path) and another on an untreated 
(blue path) fused silica substrate. With exception of the three-step silanization treatment, the same steps were performed, starting from the pristine substrate, 
followed by structuring, specimen manufacturing, application of a conductive coating, specimen separation, and finally in situ SEM tension experiments. 
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untreated substrates. In this current work, we present a new character-
isation method to directly access the adhesion force perpendicular to the 
substrate by utilizing the fabrication abilities of MPL. A specialized, 
tuneable tension geometry was used to determine the normal stresses 
required for the detachment of the specimens from the printing sub-
strate. To rationalize the effect of a silanization procedure, a direct 
comparison of a treated vs. untreated substrate was made. Fig. 1 (blue 
section) depicts a sketch of the two experimental paths taken to facilitate 
such a comparison. 

A commonly used MPL-photoresist/substrate combination (IP-DIP 
by NanoScribe GmbH on fused silica) was investigated based on the 
specifications for NanoScribe’s printer devices [55]. The resin IP-DIP 
had the highest resolution possible on the available device as well as 
practical relevance for MPL devices [11,12,15–18,23,33,36,42, 
44,49,50,56–58]. Further, a certain number of literature sources already 
documented mechanical properties [40,43,58–60] of the IP-DIP-derived 
polymer, allowing for literature comparison. In regards to the substrate, 
fused silica is one standard material for MPL printing 
[3,4,10,17,19,23,25,28,43,44,47,52,58,61]. Additionally, its surface is 
chemically similar to common silica or borosilicate glass. Automated 
manufacturing of mechanical specimens was utilized to generate a 
specimen set with various footprint sizes, enabling insight into the 
possible influence of contact area on adhesion strength, and reducing 
the effort of iteratively identifying a suitable footprint size. An area 
range of ~ 10 to 450 µm2 was chosen, which is representative of micro- 
scale objects able to be to be printed by a MPL device onto target po-
sitions, such as an optical fibre cross section. The size regime of the 
specimens required in situ testing within a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) to accurately position the gripper within a few tens of nm. A fixed 
displacement rate was applied during testing to measure the resulting 
tension force. Further, the images obtained during specimen loading 
allowed additional information to be collected for the verification and 
interpretation of mechanical results. Multiple experiments on nominally 
identical specimen geometries were performed to add a reproducibility 
check to the overall assessment. A similar series of experiments were 
performed on the silanized and untreated substrates for comparison, 
allowing the quantification of the effect of pre-treatment on adhesion. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Specimen design 

The specimen geometry, shown in Fig. 2(a) to (c), was designed to fit 
the dimension of the tension specimen gripper of the testing setup, 
leaving just enough space for manual mounting. Below the head and the 
gauge section, which have constant dimensions, there is an expansion or 
narrowing of the cross section towards a square shaped footprint, with 
individual side length of a. To vary the adhesion area, 14 different values 
for a, between 2 µm and 26 µm, were selected and the digital geometry 
(“.stl”-file) was generated using the automatization capabilities of the 
open source software FreeCAD (version: 0.18). 

2.2. Substrate preparation and silaniziation 

For printing substrates, standard fused-silica platelets (Nanoscribe 
GmbH & Co. KG, Eggstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany) with lateral di-
mensions of 1″ × 1″ and 725 µm thickness were prepared for eventual 
splitting and mounting within the SEM in situ testing setup [39]. 
Grooves, ~ 350 µm deep, were applied parallel to the substrate edges in 
a grid shape with 5 × 5 mm2 sections using a diamond wire saw (type: 
6234, well Diamantdrahtsägen GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). After-
wards, the pieces were cleaned using detergent water and degreased 
with isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath. The prepared substrates were 
used with or without surface silanization. For the silanization procedure, 
an non-thermal plasma activation was conducted with a corona-plasma 
device (custom built, Ahlbrandt System GmbH, Lauterbach, Germany), 

directly followed by submersion in the silan solution (27 mL ethanol 
(100 %), 3 mL deionized water, 5 drops of glacial acetic acid and 300 µL 
3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl acrylate) for 24 h at 70 ◦C in a sealed Petri 
dish. After that, the substrate was rinsed with ethanol and dried before 
baking at 180 ◦C for 8 h [54]. Until printing, the substrates were dry 
stored in a desiccator at room temperature. 

2.3. Surface energy measurement 

For comparison, the surface energies, γ, of the photoresist (IP-DIP 
from Nanoscribe GmbH & Co. KG, Eggstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany), 
both the untreated and silanized substrates, were determined via the 
standardized Owens-Wendt method [62], based on contact angle mea-
surements towards 1 µL droplets of water and diiodomethane. To ach-
ieve this, a dosing apparatus with a low magnification digital light 
microscope (DSA 100-HT400, Krüss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) was 
employed, including the corresponding software. A 2–5 µm thin layer of 
the IP-DIP was printed on a fused silica substrate, spreading over a 
few mm2 to enable the deposition of liquid drops and contact angle 
measurements. Additionally, the surface energy for the gold coating on 
the substrate was found for verifying the measurements. 

Fig. 2. (a) Schematics of the specimen shapes used, consisting of a head for 
gripping and a pyramidal changing base for alteration of the adhesion surface. 
(b) Front view and (c) side view of the digital model, including nominal di-
mensions. Actual dimensions will deviate from the indicated values due to 
shrinkage. (d), (g) Printed specimen with smaller adhesion area than the gauge 
cross section, (e), (h) with nearly straight shape, and (f), (i) with larger foot-
print than the gauge cross section, respectively. 
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2.4. Direct laser writing of tension specimens 

For the specimen printing via multi-photon lithography, a device 
(Photonic Professional GT2, NanoScribe GmbH & Co. KG, Eggstein, 
Leopoldshafen, Germany) with a 63× objective (Plan-APOCHROMAT 
63× N.A. 1.4 Oil DIC, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) and a 
standard negative-tone photoresist IP-DIP (Nanoscribe GmbH & Co. KG, 
Eggstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany) were employed. The CAD models 
were sliced with 100 nm and hatched with 200 nm, with the hatching 
direction was rotated by 90◦ between layers. The writing was performed 
with a standard 10 mm/s writing speed and 20 mW laser power, cor-
responding to a laser power parameter of 40. Every print was started 
500 nm below the substrate interface, identified via the auto-focusing 
feature of the system, to avoid floating parts. A specimen set was 
defined via a writing script – containing all 14 actual and 8 dummy 
specimens (for tungsten grip cleaning) in a row with an intermediate 
spacing of 200 µm – and an additional sample labelling text indicating 
the individual adhesion area width a for more convenient evaluation. 
Such sets were printed about 50 µm apart from (but parallel to) a sawing 
groove. Finally, two or three sets of specimens were fabricated on an 
untreated or silanized substrate, respectively. 

To increase the SEM image quality, the substrates (including the 
specimens) were coated with a conductive gold layer a few nanometers 
thickness by a sputter coater (Sputter Coater 108auto, Cressington Sci-
entific Instruments Ltd., Watford, UK). A hard metal scriber was used to 
scratch along the sawing grooves in the substrate, thus introducing a 
pre-crack for the splitting of the substrate partitions. A self-made grip-
ping tool (made via fused filament printing out of polylactic acid) 
facilitated clamping of the substrate near a pre-scratched groove as the 
loose part was carefully manually bent to break the partitions apart in a 
controlled manner. A row of three 5 × 5 mm2 sections, each holding one 
set of specimens, was then mounted via a conductive leaf spring for 
consecutive SEM in situ testing. 

2.5. SEM in situ testing 

The mechanical tension testing was performed via an inherently 
displacement-controlled in situ nanoindenter (UNAT-SEM 1, ASMEC 
GmbH, Dresden, Germany) in open-loop mode within an SEM (LEO 982, 
Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) using a tungsten grip [63,64]. All 
experiments were conducted at room temperature and under common 
SEM vacuum conditions (~ 10-6 mbar). After mounting an individual 
specimen under continuous imaging (acceleration voltage: 3 kV), a 
tensile load was applied with a constant displacement rate of 100 nm/s 
until the specimen failed. During the experiments, two SEM images were 
recorded per second for subsequent analysis. 

The global strain rate of the experiment could be estimated for the 
initial specimen length of ~ 50 µm and uniform cross section as ~ 2 * 10- 

3 s− 1. The locally prevailing strain rate strongly depends on the cross- 
section evolution along base and gauge section, as thinner parts accu-
mulate more of the total strain relative to thicker ones. A detailed strain 
rate evolution for the various specimen shapes might be obtained by 
finite element simulation, or extracted from specifically patterned 
specimens using digital image correlation [64]. However, these mea-
surements are outside the scope of this paper. 

3. Results 

The surface energy results, determined via the Owens-Wendt 
method, are summarized in Table 1. The polar energy contributions, 
γsurface, polar, increased by about 80 % (from 4.1 to 7.5 mJ/m2) during the 
silanization procedure, whereby the disperse portion of the surface en-
ergy, γsurface, disperse, increased only slightly, from 40 to 41 mJ/m2. The 
printed photoresist IP-DIP shows nearly the same γsurface, disperse as the 
silanized substrate, but a γsurface, polar of 1.3 mJ/m2, which is consider-
ably smaller than both substrate conditions. Thus, the overall difference 

in surface energy γsurface, total of all three surfaces is mainly caused by a 
change of the polar energy contribution. Izard et al. [43] previously 
reported values for γsurface, total with only 1 mJ/m2 difference for both 
substrate conditions, in good agreement with presented values, but the 
total surface energy of IP-DIP is considerably lower at 37.7 mJ/m2. The 
surface energy of gold, of 50 mJ/m2, was mainly determined from the 
disperse contribution, but agrees well with values from literature 
[65,66]. It is worth noting that absolute values are strongly influenced 
by the method used and superficial surface condition as roughness, 
contamination, treatments etc. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, three distinct failure modes were evident in 
the tension experiments: failure near the specimen’s head (Fig. 3(a,b)), 
failure close to the polymer-substrate interface (Fig. 3(c,d)), and com-
plete detachment from the substrate (Fig. 3(e,f)). For further discussion 
in graphs, these modes shall be distinguished by markers as shown in the 
upper corners of Fig. 3(b), (d) and (f), respectively. Filled markers 
indicate failure at or near the base while empty ones correspond to 
gauge failure. Triangular or star-shaped markers are reserved for force, 
and square markers for stress plotting. 

Fig. 3(a) shows a representative specimen which failed critically 
within the gauge section towards the specimen head, with the resulting 
fracture surface shown in (b). Generally, this occurs if the polymer- 
substrate adhesion is sufficient to sustain the loading until the poly-
mer fails at the most critical position of the specimen. This failure mode 
corresponds to “common” tension testing on straight or dogbone shaped 
specimens, where the failure force is determined by bulk material 
properties. 

When examining failure near the interface, treated and untreated 
substrates must be looked at separately. Fig. 3(c) shows the case of a 
silanized substrate, where cracking occurred very near, but not directly 
at, the interface. As is apparent in (c) (red encircled area), a portion of 
the first layers remained attached to the substrate surface. In nearly 
every case, polymer remnant covered the whole fracture surface, as 
evident in Fig. 3(d). A few individual specimens displayed a small part of 
the flat substrate surface below the fracture (green encircled region in 
(d)), suggesting very similar thresholds for adhesive and cohesive fail-
ure at the local level [67]. This failure behavior appeared for all speci-
mens with a silanized adhesion surface and a cross-sectional area equal 
to or smaller than the gauge cross section. 

This behavior is strongly contrasted by the untreated substrate, (e). 
Here, a complete detachment occurred directly at the polymer-substrate 
interface, with no material remaining on the substrate surface, leaving a 
perfectly flat imprint, as depicted in (f). With increasing surface adhe-
sion, no distinct transition point from surface detachment to specimen 
failure, similar to (a), could be determined. Individual specimens of 
every adhesion surface area were observed to fail via complete 
detachment from untreated substrates, suggesting a high stochasticity in 
the local adhesion. 

Fig. 4 shows load vs. displacement graphs of selected tension ex-
periments on (a) silanized and (b) untreated substrates. For every 
specimen footprint size, one representative dataset is plotted, with 
exception of the smallest one (a ~ 2 µm), which detached from the 

Table 1 
Surface energies of all relevant surfaces, including discrimination between 
disperse and polar contributions.  

Surface γsurface, disperse [mJ/ 
m2] 

γsurface, polar [mJ/ 
m2] 

γsurface, total [mJ/ 
m2] 

Untreated 
substrate 

40.0 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.3 44.1 ± 0.7 

Silanized 
substrate 

40.9 ± 0.4 7.5 ± 0.3 48.4 ± 0.7 

IP-DIP 
photoresist 

41.1 ± 0.9 1.3 ± 0.2 42.4 ± 1.0 

Au coated 
substrate 

50.0 ± 0.8 0.08 ± 0.02 50.0 ± 0.8  
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substrate directly after printing in every case. The force readings during 
displacement-controlled loading exhibited low scattering in the range of 
10 µN, and this raw data is depicted in the graphs. Two characteristic 
values were determined and marked in the graphs for further evaluation 
steps. Firstly, the yielding force fy, defined as the force at which the 
force–displacement curve is intercepted by 90 % of the initial specimen 
stiffness. Secondly, the failure force ff, which is the last datapoint before 
the force drop. The respective failure modes are indicated by the 
markers as described in Fig. 3. Thirdly, the total work until failure Uf is 
calculated from area beneath the load vs. displacement curve, as indi-
cated in Fig. 4(b). The yield and failure stresses (derived from respective 
forces) were compared across various specimen areas (see Fig. 5 for yield 
and Fig. 6 for failure) and for the different failure modes (see Fig. 8(a)). 

Comparing the silanized and untreated substrates, the former spec-
imens show an explicit yielding section after the defined yield point is 
reached, regardless of size. For the latter, this section only develops at 
larger footprint specimens. SEM images obtained during testing confirm 
the specimen detachment from the unsilanized substrate (Fig. 3(e)) and 
show considerable plastic deformation in the highly stressed regions of 

the adhering specimens before failure. 
In Fig. 5, individual yield stress values σy, are plotted against the 

model specimen footprint area a2 for both substrate conditions. The 
yield stress σy is obtained by dividing the yield force fy by the minimum 
yield cross section area Ay, similar to common engineering tensile stress 
evaluation [68]. Ay was determined for various fracture surfaces of area 
Af, and averaged for each individual specimen group for failure near the 
surface (Ay = f(a2)) and failure at the gauge section (constant Ay). Af and 
Ay suffers from uncertainties regarding surface area measurements by 
SEM images. A maximum relative error (standard deviation) of 10 % is 
estimated from multiple fracture surface measurements on the smallest 
specimens. This value decreases with increasing surface area in the 
section Ay = f(a2) group until a relative error of 4 % is reached, also 
indicated by constant Ay. The scattering within the data is a combination 
of experimental errors, such as imperfect specimen alignment or finite 
stiffness of the setup, and uncertainties regarding Ay. For data visuali-
zation, the ideal modeled footprint area a2 was used rather than the 
measured one to more clearly depict trends across the experiments. 

For both substrate conditions, the force increases with minimum 

Fig. 3. Failure modes occurring during the tension tests. (a) Failure within the most critical part of the gauge section near the specimen head. Sufficient adhesion to 
the substrate enabled the common failure mode of straight tension specimens, with (b) the fracture surface imaged under 45◦ tilt. (c) Failure very close to the 
substrate, but within the photoresist, as common for small footprint specimens on silanized substrates. Due to high surface adhesion, residues remain on the substrate, 
as shown in (d) under 45◦ tilt, where a surface step towards the substrate indicates the remaining photoresist layer. (e) Complete detachment of the specimen from 
the substrate, common for untreated substrates over a large range of specimen footprints. (f) A flat surface of the substrate remains. The defined edges originate from 
the uniform gold coating, indicating areas formerly covered by the specimen. 
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specimen cross section until the failure mechanism changes from 
substrate-near to gauge failure. Only the latter facilitates the develop-
ment of a distinct yielding plateau. On silanized substrates (see Fig. 5 
(a)), σy shows an initial decrease followed by a well-defined plateau at 
71 MPa, with 5 MPa standard deviation. The onset of the plateau is 
defined solely by the equality of the footprint area and the cross- 
sectional area of the specimen’s gauge, which is reached at a ~ 12 µm 
and leads to uniform straining. Specimens on the untreated substrate 
(see Fig. 5(b)) show no distinct decrease of the yield stress σy with cross 
section area, but a general higher value of 93 MPa and 6 MPa standard 
deviation. As the yield stress should be inherent to the material, ex-
periments on the untreated substrate were repeated. The second testing 
session was conducted with specimens at the same aging times as on the 
salinized substrate, resulting in comparable values of 68 MPa and 3 MPa 
standard deviation. Considerably lower yield stress values on the un-
treated substrate originated from artefacts due to early failure of the 
specimens, as no reliable yielding point can be defined before final 
failure. 

In Fig. 6, the failure stress σf, obtained by dividing the failure force ff 
by the individual fracture surface area Af, is plotted over the theoretical 

footprint area a2. Like Fig. 5, the different color codes of Fig. 6(a) and (b) 
underline the different substrate conditions. Furthermore, the failure 
mode is distinguished between failure at the specimen’s gauge (see 
Fig. 3(a)), indicated by filled markers, and failure at the base, shown by 
empty markers (see Fig. 3(c) and (e)). As described above, the accuracy 
of Af suffers from visual uncertainties on SEM images, with an error that 
declines from roughly 10 % to 4 % until constant Af is reached, indi-
cating failure within the gauge section. Potential increases in surface 
area due to roughness or curvature were ignored due to inaccessibility 
and negligible contributions. Points marked with brackets indicate 
increased uncertainties with regards to individual Af values, e.g. pre-
ceding detachment features on the contact surface. 

On the silanized substrate, the failure stress σf decreased slightly with 
model area at first, reaching a minimum of about 95 MPa, before σf 
recovering slightly. As the failure mode changed from near-surface to 
gauge failure, the failure stress stayed roughly constant between 100 
and 130 MPa. Gauge failure at the untreated substrate developed at a 
slightly higher stress range than stress levels for yielding, between 120 
and 160 MPa. Results from the second set of experiments with matching 
specimen age showed lower failure stresses, in agreement with 

Fig. 4. Representative load vs. displacement data of specimens with increasing footprint size on (a) silanized and (b) untreated substrates. Characteristic yield (black 
crosses) and failure (as Fig. 3) data are marked, respectively. 

Fig. 5. Yield stress σy vs. model footprint size a2 on (a) silanized and (b) untreated substrates. (a) Samples on the former exhibited considerably lower scatter and a 
well-defined stress plateau of 71 MPa, where the yielding is defined by the bulk material. (b) On untreated substrate, the stress did not decrease with model area, but 
shows a higher level (93 MPa) for aged specimen. Equally old specimens yielded comparable values on both substrates (68 MPa). Extraordinarily low yield stress 
values developed due to early failure through complete detachment. 
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experiments on the silanized substrate. In general, the behavior of the 
untreated substrate is much more stochastic. For the detachment failure 
mode, a considerable decrease in failure stress is observed, as well as a 
shift in the approximate transition footprint to a considerably higher 
model area a2. However, no precise footprint for sufficient adhesion was 
found, as even the largest footprints experienced detachment failure at 
the base. A dashed line was introduced in Fig. 6 as guide for the eye for 
visualization. 

Data points at very low failure stresses mainly correspond to “un-
certain” area measurements. In these cases, the footprint area remaining 
after failure did not have a defined edge, as would be expected in a 
sample coated uniformly in gold, but by a “washed out” shape, sug-
gesting detachment before coating. A comparison of the sharply defined 
and blurred specimen footprints after testing, depicted in Fig. 7, led to 
the assumption that partial detachment below specimens occurred prior 
to application of the gold film (at or after specimen writing), with a 
corresponding gap confirmed by SEM images before testing. 

To summarize the stress data of the distinct failure events, a cumu-
lative distribution is plotted in Fig. 8(a), where non-valid points (marked 
with brackets) are neglected. In general, specimens on the silanized 
substrate (plotted in green) display a narrower and more defined dis-
tribution, compared to the higher scatter of the untreated substrate 
(shown in blue). To allow direct comparison between failure modes, 
median values (intersection with the 50 % line) of the stress levels are 
used. The failure stress for the gauge is higher for the aged set of ex-
periments on untreated substrate, with a value of ~ 140 MPa compared 
to ~ 120 MPa for the specimens on the silanized substrate. The differ-
ences in failure modes (detachment and substrate-near cracking) are 
also well reflected in the stress distribution, with nearly no overlap in 
median values. The adhesion stress was 70 MPa, with a maximum value 
of around 90 MPa. In contrast, the substrate-near failure occurred 
around 100 MPa, with just a few outliers at higher and lower stresses. 
Based on these results, the pure adhesion strength increases by at least a 
factor of 1.4 for silanized substrates. However, since the specimen failed 
within the initial layers rather than at the exact interface between 
photoresist and substrate, only a lower bound can be stated with 
certainty. 

To facilitate a comparison between work-of-adhesion/failure-based 
results, the specific work of failure uf was estimated for each specimen 
by normalizing the total work of failure Uf with the fracture surface area 
Af. A representation, analogous to the essential work of fracture (EWF) 
[69,70], can be constructed. There, the dissipative part of the work of 
fracture scales with a representative volume within the ligament and the 

Fig. 6. Failure stress σf vs. nominal footprint area a2. (a) Tensile specimens on the silanized substrate showed a slight decrease in failure stress, which recovered until 
the failure mechanism changed from surface-near to gauge failure, with a constant stress level. (b) Specimens on untreated substrate show considerably increased 
scatter and the transition of failure mode (from detachment to gauge failure) is shifted towards higher footprint area. 

Fig. 7. Specimen footprints after detaching from an untreated substrate. (a) A 
uniformly adhering specimen left a sharply defined footprint within the uni-
form gold layer after testing. (b) The “washed out” shape is a consequence of 
non-uniform coverage of the substrate due to partial detachment of the struc-
ture before application of the gold layer. As a result, the specimen only leaves a 
shadow during sputter coating. Such footprints point to poor adhesion on the 
untreated substrate, which is the main reason for a pronounced uncertainty in 
the measurements. 
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essential part with ligament area. The plastic deformation in the present 
adhesion experiments is constricted to the bottom of the smaller foot-
print specimens, due to the locally acting higher stresses, which can only 
surpass the yield threshold up to a certain height above the substrate 
interface. By applying a normalization analysis, the deformed volume 
will scale with ~ a3, independent of the actual shape of the plastically 
deforming volume, while the adhering interface scales with ~ a2. This 
allows the separation of essential (interface inherent) adhesion work 
from dissipative work using a linear scaling over a for various footprint 
areas. In Fig. 8(b), uf is plotted over the root of the nominal footprint 
area a2, equivalent to the side length of the specimen’s square base. For 
the silanized substrates, a linear fit is applied to the initial section, 
assumed to demonstrate spatially confined plasticity within the speci-
mens. The y-intercept agrees well with a previously determined value 
for the EWF, which was reported to be between 7.6 and 26.3 J/m2 [39] 
for the same photoresist and varying laser writing power. The case of the 
untreated substrate showed no linear relation, but rather a constant 
maximum work of detachment. An average value over all valid data 
points was calculated. The inset of the figure shows all results, including 
footprints larger than the gauge section for completeness. However, 
these results cannot follow the same scaling behavior, as the constriction 
of plastic deformation is not at the bottom, but rather at the gauge 

section, and are therefore considered invalid for the ongoing discussion 
with regards to adhesion work. 

4. Discussion 

The parameters applied during the slicing procedure determine the 
local exposure dose within an obtained body, which is inherently 
defined by conversion rate of the monomers, thus affecting the me-
chanical properties [39,71]. In a previous work, yield strength and 
Young’s modulus were directly linked to the writing parameters, and a 
model for these properties, based on the degree of conversion, was 
presented [58,60]. Unsuitable parameters may therefore cause an 
inhomogeneous dose distribution, which can strongly decrease the 
materials performance. This parameter-dependent nature of the photo-
polymer, might also potentially influence the general adhesion proper-
ties [36]. Herein, the focus was laid on demonstration of the 
methodology, but future work in this field might select a single suitable 
geometry and perform parameter variation to further explore the effect 
of writing parameters on the adhesion. The printer system utilized in this 
work enabled the selection of different parameters for the initially 
printed layers, which might be turned based on a previous investigation 
into optimal adhesion. However, from a practical viewpoint, the pre-
selected parameters for bulk printing will be used initially, and subse-
quently tuned as required, as it was done in the present work. 

The yield and fracture force measurements for the first set of un-
treated substrate experiments increased by about 25 %, compared to the 
results of the silanized ones (compare Fig. 4(a) vs. (b) or Fig. 5(a) vs (b)). 
Since the same batch of photoresist and process parameters were used, 
specimen aging effects were investigated. The initial specimens on the 
untreated substrate were about 300 days old, whereas specimens on the 
silanized substrate were only 30 days old before testing. Consequently, a 
second set of specimens were manufactured on an untreated substrate. 
Around 80 % of these specimens did not survive the development pro-
cedure due to bad adhesion. The few remaining were tested after 30 
days, and displayed “uncertain” adhesion surfaces due to partial 
detaching. Within Fig. 5(b), only the mean value and standard deviation 
of the less-aged specimens are shown, as unfortunately only the dummy 
specimens with an increased contact area footprint of a2 ~ 2500 µm2 

could be used for yield onset calculation. All the others showed 
detaching failure at the substrate-specimen interface. Despite this, the 
yield stress agrees well with the equally aged specimens on silanized 
substrates (shown in Fig. 5(a)), confirming that the previously deter-
mined increased yield stresses were a result of aging. Detailed investi-
gation of this phenomenon is outside the scope of the present manuscript 
and will be the focus of future work, but the identified yield stress range 
agrees well with stress values reported elsewhere [58,71] obtained on 
specimens with unspecified age. As the second set showed considerably 
fewer adhering specimens, the data from the first set of experiments 
should be considered an upper bound for adhesion. 

Regarding the yield stress on the silanized substrate (see Fig. 5(a)), a 
small initial decrease with model area is present. This knee-like trend is 
not present for the specimens on the untreated substrate. Noreworthy, 
there is increased uncertainty in surface area (up to 10 %) for the 
smallest footprints. However, this may be due to the straight definition 
(intersection with line of 90 % initial stiffness, see Fig. 4(a)) over-
estimating yield forces for smaller specimens due to the non-self-similar 
evolution with the model area a2. Smaller specimens in particular show 
a knee in the load vs. displacement behavior instead of a defined 
yielding plateau. Sufficient adhesion is necessary for reaching the 
yielding plateau (for both substrate conditions) and only specimens 
showing failure within the gauge section (a > 12 µm, with a nearly 
constant cross section area) will give meaningful values for the yield 
stress. So, the change in force vs. displacement behavior originates 
presumably from a geometric confinement effect. 

For small footprints, a confined volume close to the substrate un-
derwent stress and yielded prior to other regions, thus prohibiting the 

Fig. 8. (a) Cumulative distributions of failure stresses for the various failure 
modes, including a 50 % line to facilitate comparison of median values. Yield 
and failure stresses show a narrow distribution on the silanized substrate and a 
broader distribution on the untreated one. In the latter case, the stresses appear 
considerably decreased, as the specimens tended to detach at their base, which 
did not occur for the silanized substrates. (b) The specific work of failure, 
plotted over the root of the model area to facilitate a linear fit on the me-
chanically constrained section, is comparable to other adhesion measure-
ment techniques. 
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development of a defined and broad yielding section. An analogy to the 
standard sized specimen can be drawn, where the strain until failure is a 
function of the specimen gauge length. If the specimen’s footprint area is 
similar to the gauge cross-sectional area, a large volume of the specimen 
yields uniformly, resulting in a distinct yielding plateau. If the speci-
men’s footprint area surpasses the gauge’s cross section, only the gauge 
region is uniformly strained, comparable with common tension spec-
imen geometries. This effect is highlighted by the change in failure po-
sition (corresponding to the most strained location) from near the 
surface towards the gauge section near the specimen’s head. Like the 
yield stress, the failure stress (see Fig. 6(a)) also initially decreased with 
the model footprint area a2 until the failure position changed from 
bottom to gauge at the point of uniform gauge cross section, located at 
modeled footprint area a2 ~ 144 µm2 (with actual footprint dimensions 
of 10.4 × 10.4 µm2 and actual gauge cross section of 9.0 × 12.0 µm2). 
Due to superior adhesion of specimens, even the interface delamination 
is suppressed completely, as the strong adhesive anchoring moves the 
most critical point towards the inside of the photoresist. Thus, a layer of 
photoresist always remains on the substrate, proving that, in general, the 
adhesion is higher than the failure strength (see Fig. 4(c)). 

Analogous to the yield stress, the failure stress (see Fig. 6(a)) also 
experiences a small initial decrease that recovers at a2 ~ 30 µm2. This 
trend is presumably due to a confinement effect within the resin, rather 
than at the interface, for the silanized substrate. A straightforward stress 
calculation based on footprint area (as performed herein) only considers 
uniaxial stresses along the specimen direction. However, configurational 
effects due to the actual shape of the specimen near the substrate-resist 
interface, where different elastic properties (Modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio) lead to perpendicular stress components and therefore an 
increased capability for plastic deformation before failure, due to a 
three-axial stress-state at the interface. As the ratio between footprint 
and gauge section area increases, the plastically deformed volume in-
creases and the influence of stress-triaxiality at the interface becomes 
negligible in comparison to the uniform uniaxial stress field. This is 
likely the cause of the initial decrease in failure stress, up to an 
approximately constant regime for a2 > 30 µm2. Finite element simu-
lation might be suitable for studying these influences in-depth [72,73]. 

In strong contrast to the specimens on the silanized substrate, spec-
imens on the untreated one detached due to inferior adhesion, including 
specimens with footprints considerably surpassing the specimens gauge 
sections area (see Fig. 6(b)). Many specimens did not survive the 
development procedure, and, if they did, gaps below the specimen’s 
footprint due to bad adhesion were evident in the in situ SEM images, as 
well as the post mortem fracture surface investigations. As a result, a 
large fraction of these specimens had an extraordinarily low detaching 
force and “uncertain” adhesion area (as described above, see Fig. 7). 
Curing and shrinking stress, further worsened by occasional local 
pollution, is presumably the reason for this partial detachment in these 
cases. Nevertheless, for the cases where mechanical tests were possible, 
a decrease in yield strength or a minimum of failure stress (see Fig. 6(a) 
vs. (b)) was not evidenced on the untreated substrate specimens. Only a 
few valid values of yield stress (see Fig. 5) could be obtained from 
around double the number of specimens. There was no clear dependency 
with model footprint area a2. 

The trend of decreasing fracture stress (due to the actual detach-
ment) extends to considerably higher specimen footprints on the un-
treated specimens (see Fig. 6(b)). Similar behavior was previously 
reported by Izard et al. [43]. There, the decrease of failure strength was 
less pronounced, presumably due to the shear specimen configuration. 
However, according to their data as well as the present experiments, the 
decrease in adhesion is mainly governed by defects at the interfaces 
acting as stress concentrators. Such crack-tip like defects mostly origi-
nate from photoresist curing and shrinkage/swelling – which lead to 
upwards bending deformation at the outermost borders of the specimen 
– as well as the removal of remaining resin during the development step 
[35,36]. This would explain the present trend of decreased adhesion 

strength with increased adhesion area, as larger areas would lead to 
increased bending deformation, and thus more interface detachments 
and higher stress concentrations at equal nominal stresses. A simple 
measure for counteracting the delamination tendency was reported by 
Lee et al [36], where a direct post-curing process at laser writing by 
double scanning initial layers reduced swelling and therefore 
delamination. 

For a straightforward comparison of adhesion strengths for both 
substrate conditions, Fig. 8(a) depicts a cumulative distribution of the 
stress values for the respective failure case, as plotted in Fig. 6, assuming 
a normal distribution for simplification. The difference between gauge 
failure data, which would be expected to show equal failure stress due to 
identical failure mechanisms despite the different substrate conditions, 
is explained by the different specimen age (see Fig. 5(b) for the differ-
ence in yield stress). One specimen of the second prepared set failed 
within the gauge section at 119 MPa, though this was not included in the 
plot due to lack of repeatability. Although only a single data point, it 
supports the assumption of age dependence, as it fully resides within the 
failure stress distribution of the salinized substrate specimens. Conse-
quently, the failure stress was around 120 MPa for the 30 day old resin, 
and around 140 MPa for the roughly 300 day old resin. The agreement of 
detachment stress at approximately 70 MPa between the two sets of 
experiments on untreated substrates (brighter and darker blue squares) 
confirms the independence of adhesion characteristics with respect to 
specimen age. However, the failure near the silanized substrate interface 
at approximately 95 MPa shows nearly no overlap with both the un-
treated datasets, highlighting the difference in failure mode. The 
quantified value can be used as a reliable lower bound measure of 
adhesion on a small scale, proving the effectiveness of silanization for 
the given substrate/resin combination. 

However, due to the remaining resin on the substrate, this value 
represents a material property, rather than an interface adhesion- 
specific parameter. To find this parameter, a different approach based 
on energy considerations can be attempted. Since the material fails in 
the constraint region, the final mode can be considered a combination of 
the material’s intrinsic mechanical properties and the geometrical 
confinement near the substrate. The principal material failure under 
plane stress conditions within a confined volume is commonly described 
by an EWF approach, which was originally developed for fracture testing 
of thin metal sheets [69,70,74], but is nowadays extensively applied on 
polymeric films [75]. This principal was later transferred to polymer-
–polymer interfaces as well [76]. Although it is a fracture mechanical 
approach, relying on the presence of a sharp crack, the fundamental idea 
is that the work for interface adhesion scales with area (~a2), while the 
work dissipated by plastic deformation scales with volume (~a3). This 
can be transferred to the present case, where a constrained uniform 
stress distribution is present within the very first few layers of the 
polymer near the substrate, and therefore the volume/area scaling 
should be applicable. The standardized EWF evaluation requires a 
normalization of the total work of fracture within the specimens’ cross 
section, which is plotted over the ligament length to as measure the 
outer fracture process zone. The ligament length is replaced by the 
square root of the specimen’s footprint area, as plotted in Fig. 8(b). The 
EWF is not related to the size of surrounding process zone, and therefore 
obtained from the y-intercept along the described linear plot. The work 
related to the process zone is given by the slope of the linear fit, which 
also includes a geometry parameter to relate the ligament length to the 
surrounding volume. The following discussion should be considered an 
estimation of the EWF rather than a detailed analysis of the related 
fracture process zones, due to the aforementioned simplifications and 
assumptions. For a straightforward analysis of the essential work, the 
linearity, collapsing around at an √a2 of 10 µm, is considered specific 
enough to apply the fundamental EWF concept (see Fig. 8(b)). Using this 
method, an EWF of around 19 J/m2 was found, in agreement with data 
on the same material (9 – 26 J/m2), albeit processed with slightly larger 
laser powers [39]. This agreement is quite favorable when considering 
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the simplifications and differences in geometry. 
Equivalent analysis cannot be applied to the untreated substrate 

experiments, as it has a stochastic, but quasi-constant specific work of 
failure for all footprint sizes. Therefore, only a mean value is presented 
in the plot of Fig. 8(b). The actual interface failure gives a size inde-
pendent value of around 35 J/m2, which is higher than the deduced 
essential fracture work of 19 J/m2 of the photoresist. If true, these re-
sults would indicate that less energy is required to fracture of the 
photoresist than to detach a specimen with a footprint size below the 
intersection point of the green (EWF) and blue (dethatching energy) 
trend line. The presented method is unsuitable for small specimens 
above the trend line, as specimens with an a of 2 µm collapsed in every 
trial, requiring a different approach outside the scope of this publication. 
It is important to emphasize the different failure principles between the 
two scenarios, and that, to explain the intersection point, extrapolation 
may also suffer from scatter within the experimental data. Despite this, 
the acquired data underlines a the considerable increase of adhesion 
strength, as, in all cases, the silanized substrates had a higher experi-
mental work until failure for equally sized specimens, proving practical 
relevance. 

Finally, the detaching failure mode, associated with interface failure, 
can be put into a larger context, involving at least one interface energy 
consideration. All common failure models for adhesion/separation are 
based on the materials’ surface energies, which are by themselves 
diversely characterized and can be combined to find the interfacial en-
ergy contribution [77]. A detailed discussion on the chemical nature of 
the interface itself will not be offered, but it is possible to rationalize the 
presented results from an experimental perspective. To open the inter-
face between the photoresist and the fused silica substrate, a certain 
amount of energy has to be spent (by an external load), which, at min-
imum, must be in the range of the surface energies of both newly 
exposed surfaces, minus the actual interaction term [78]. At maximum, 
this simple summation of surface energies (determined via the Owens- 
Wendt method) would yield 86.5 mJ/m2 (neglecting interaction 
terms). Hence, this simple thermodynamic approximation is roughly 

400 times smaller than the measured value of 35 J/m2 for specimen 
detaching from the substrate. Therefore, additional dissipative mecha-
nisms, not considered by purely thermodynamically based surface- 
energies-based models [79], greatly affect the adhesion. The highest 
energy will be near interface plastic deformation, although stochastic 
bond formation (covalent, H-bond, ect.) might occur, as well as visco- 
elastic flow phenomena [80]. Furthermore, chemical parameters, such 
as local mean molecular weight and distribution [81], might be 
involved, which are generally challenging to analyze. It is essential to 
determine such adhesion parameters in a direct experimental manner, as 
demonstrated herein, and not rely solely on indirect global parameters 
such as surface energies. 

Finally, to highlight the general applicability of our novel approach, 
a demonstration of local printing capabilities of the presented specimen 
geometries is offered, in order to encourage further work on localized 
adhesion testing for devices with various materials exposed on the sur-
face. Fig. 9 depicts surface adhesion tension specimens on various parts 
of a polished electronic integrated circuit (IC), including peripheral 
surface mounted device (SMD) components sitting together on a single 
printed circuit board (PCB). This PCB was taken from electronic scrap, 
cut down in dimensions to the section shown in Fig. 9(a), fitted within 
the MPL device, and polished to about half the thickness of the IC chip to 
expose inner components. Selected specimens were processed as 
described above, including the gold coating for SEM imaging. Fig. 9(b) 
depicts a zoomed SEM image section of two SMD components, upon 
which specimens were manufactured. Subsets are depicted in Fig. 9(c), 
(d), where individual specimens are located on the metalized zones, 
solder or ceramic materials respectively, of the SMD devices. Positioning 
in terms of plane direction is accurate to a few µm, whereas the onset of 
printing must be defined manually by sharpness impression and iterative 
printing attempts. In Fig. 9(e), another location, directly on the opened 
IC, is depicted. Here, additional specimens were manufactured and 
marked sitting on different material surfaces. Fig. 9(f) depicts a spec-
imen in a region that appears to be the heat sink metallization, beneath 
an IC and close to the embedding polymer. Finally, Fig. 9(g) and (f) 

Fig. 9. Printed adhesion tension specimen on target positions of a non-specified polished IC chip and surrounding SMD components. (a) Overview, showing the 
entire PCB (green) with soldered on components, which were grinded to about half original height and used as printing substrate for demonstration reasons. (b) 
Magnified section on two different polished SMD components bearing multiple specimens each. (c) Two rows of specimens with various footprint areas, with three 
located on a metalized part of the SMD and the remaining specimens on the ceramic part. (d) Various adhesion specimens close to the ceramic/solder-interface of a on 
a differently orientated SMD than in (c). (e) Zoomed-in section of a different part of the polished chip, selected as printing position. (f) Individual specimens on the 
heat sink metallization of the IC. (g),(h) Adhesion specimens printed to cross-sections of bonding wires with ~ 20 µm diameter, for demonstration of targeted 
specimen printing. 
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depict two specimens with different footprints, located directly on the 
cross sections of bonding wires with a diameter of ~ 20 µm, used for 
contacting ICs from the top. The center of the bonding wire center was 
reached with great precision, proving the applicability for small scale 
surface features. 

The presented example showcases the possibilities of the methods 
presented in this paper. Future works might facilitate surface adhesion 
testing on semiconductor materials, such as silicon or gallium arsenide, 
to prove the general applicability of the method for technologies like 
photonic circuits. When considering the chemical characteristics of a 
silicon surface, which commonly contains a natural oxide, the silani-
zation treatment should be comparably effective as on silica [42,82–84]. 
In that specific case, the reflectivity of the surface must be considered, 
which will increase the dose on initially printed layers, over the proper 
proportions, and therefore cause degradation. Such defects are visible 
towards the base of the printed specimens on a metal surface, shown in 
Fig. 9(g) and (f), but can be avoided with selection of adapted laser 
writing parameters. 

5. Conclusion 

Various potential application fields will continue to benefit from and 
rely on the specific chemistry of the substrate or photoresist surfaces, 
and therefore, modification–related topics will gain increasing impor-
tance. In the present work, a methodology for quantitatively accessing 
the adhesion strength on a very localized scale was successfully imple-
mented, which can be straightforwardly applied to any arbitrary MPL- 
resist-substrate pairing and using tension specimens with a tuned ge-
ometry for varying adhesion surface. Complementary SEM image in-
formation, as well as a nearly ideal introduction of uniaxial tensile stress 
are key features of the presented methodology, in strong contrast to 
common shear mode testing. A quantitative assessment of adhesion 
strength in pure tension, directly on the photoresist–substrate interface, 
was performed for the first time, using tension specimens with a tuned 
geometry to test varying adhesion surfaces. For a demonstration of the 
method on a pretreated surface, wet silanization as a common and easily 
applicable pre-treatment for MPL-printing substrates was investigated. 
The adhesion stress requirement for specimen detachment on an un-
treated substrate was determined to be around 70 MPa, displaying 
highly stochastic behavior and a strong trend towards decreasing 
adhesion strength with model area. For silanized substrates, failure 
within the material, rather than full detachment, is observed, suggesting 
that the adhesion surpasses the materials strength. The photoresist used 
had an adhesion strength of around 95 MPa, which may be considered as 
a safe upper threshold for adhesion on silanized substrates if minor 
dependency with model area is neglected. However, this value repre-
sents a mixture of the polymer’s cohesion and geometric effect of the 
chosen specimen geometry. In future works, further equivalent tension 
specimens could be manufactured on target positions of pre-treated fiber 
glass or semiconductor substrates to quantitatively investigate adhesion 
properties. In particular, catheter-like fiber optical lens stacks, like those 
used in sensors, which are exposed to surrounding liquid movement or 
photonic coupler plugs, would benefit from adhesion durability assess-
ments. Alternatively, thin film delamination behavior of coating systems 
could be investigated, if superior adhesion to the most superficial layer is 
guaranteed, simliar to a miniaturized tape test. 
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